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The rise of rankings



Aren’t they just harmless curiosities?

• Governments invest in ranking-climbing programmes

• Governments merge institutions to ‘win’ at ranking

• Governments use them for decision-making

• Students use them to decide where to study

• Faculty use them to decide where to work

• Where there’s a prize, there’s a game…



Government-run university excellence 

initiatives

• Taiwan “Development plan for world class universities and research 

centers of excellence”

• Russia “Academic Excellence Initiative” Project 5-100

• China “Double First Class Initiative” 42 world-class HEIs by 2050

• Japan “Top Global University Project”



University mergers
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Investment in ranking improvement



Gaming…and cheating



Trickle-down effect
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CoARA Agreement on Reforming 

Research Assessment



But shouldn’t universities be accountable?

• Yes!

• But accountable to whom?

• Who appointed the rankings?

• To whom are they accountable?

• Shouldn’t universities be holding the rankings to 

account?





ARE THEY TRUE?



The research question

• Which is the best university in the world?

• Best at what?

• What are the characteristics of a top university 

• …and in what proportion?



Methods

• Indicator validity

• Data quality

• Sensitivity

• Error bars



Indicator validity



Data quality
Ranking surveys 

are “unscientific 

straw polls”



Sensitivity

“Bielefeld’s 120-
place rise in the 
ranking was, our 
analysis showed, 
clearly caused by 
one scholar.”



Honest reporting:
CWTS Leiden Ranking stability intervals



Reporting

Adrian Barnett, Elizabeth Gadd, University League 
Tables have no Legs to Stand on, Significance, 
Volume 19, Issue 4, August 2022, Pages 4–
7, https://doi.org/10.1111/1740-9713.01663

https://doi.org/10.1111/1740-9713.01663


ARE THEY FAIR?



Characteristics of a highly-ranked HEI

• Old

• Large

• Wealthy

• Research-intensive

• Science-focussed

• English-speaking

• ‘Global North’



Location of journals used in THE & QS Rankings
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Location of top 20 HEIs in THE World Ranking



Location of top 20 HEIs in THE Impact Ranking



https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/high-potential-individual-visa-global-
universities-list/high-potential-individual-visa-global-universities-list-2022







Conflicts of interest

“Universities with frequent 

QS-related contracts had an 

increase of 0.75 standard 

deviations (~140 positions) in 

QS World University 

Rankings … over five years, 

regardless of changes in the 

institutional quality.”







ARE THEY HELPFUL?



Do they help students?

• Rankings offer 

no/poor 

assessments 

of teaching 

quality



The streetlight effect



Do they help students?

• Students aren’t looking for a good place 

to study…

• Students are looking for a good place to 

put on their CV



“Post-secondary education has become 

a competition for prestige. And 

rankings…have become the primary 

signifiers of prestige.”

Professor Colin Diver, “Breaking Ranks”



False signifiers of prestige

• Rankings for universities

• Journal Impact Factors for journals

• H-indices for faculty

• It’s not the indicators but the prestige economy that’s the problem



Do they help the sector to do better?

• Better or best?

• Diversity or homogeneity?

• Inspiring winners or making losers out of everyone?

• Encouraging collaboration or competition?



Perhaps the better question is, who stands 

most to benefit from university rankings?

• The rankers

• The highly ranked



How do we tackle the prestige economy?

• Redefine prestige

– New definitions need to displace legacy definitions

• Educate that ‘excellence’ cannot be counted
– Seek better ways of recognising quality



What can institutions do?

• Accepting the rankings is an unacceptable position for the 

thinking university.

• Rejecting the rankings amounts to financial and reputational 

suicide

• “If you’re not part of the solution, you’re part of the problem”



1. Sign the Agreement on Advancing 

Research Assessment

..and join the Coalition 

on Reforming 

Research Assessment 

(CoARA)



https://inorms.net/more-than-our-rank/

“The European University Association 
(EUA) is pleased to provide its support to 
the INORMS “More Than Our Rank” 
initiative…EUA believes that the initiative 
will have an important role in drawing 
attention to the broad diversity of 
practices and activities that should be part 
of a responsible assessment system.”

2. Sign up to More Than Our Rank



3. Support initiatives to provide better forms 

of university assessment

“Profiles not rankings”



4. Hold the university rankings to account

INORMS 

Research 

Evaluation Group 

Ranker Ratings, 

(2020)

https://inorms.net

/rethinking-

global-university-

rankings-3/



Thanks for listening

• Dr Elizabeth Gadd 

• Chair INORMS Research Evaluation Group

• Vice-Chair Coalition on Advancing Research Assessment (CoARA)

• Email: E.a.gadd@lboro.ac.uk

• Twitter: @INORMS_REWG @LizzieGadd @CoARAssessment 

• https://inorms.net/activities/research-evaluation-group/

mailto:E.a.gadd@lboro.ac.uk
https://inorms.net/activities/research-evaluation-working-group/
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